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Photo From Battery Russell’s Early Days (Circa 1911) 

Can you find the third rail? 
 

Photo Credit, Spooner Collection, Fort Stevens State Park Archives, OPRD 
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Battery Mishler, Fort Stevens, Oregon 
 

Battery Mishler is the only battery that emplaced two 10-inch guns with All-Around-Fire capabilities.  The 
photo, taken in the 1930’s, reveals Gun #2.  Gun #1, out of view, was at the opposite end of the hardened 
surface.  The dome behind Gun #2 was the “crows nest.”  It offered a view of the South Jetty and the ocean 
stretching in the background.  It seems to have a pier for a sighting instrument, such as an azimuth scope. 
 
Photo credit:  Marshal Hanft Collection, Fort Stevens State Park Archives, OPRD 
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Summer 2021 
 

Laura Neal, FOOFS Store Manager, Board Clerk 
 

The museum/visitor center reopened on April 22nd, 2021 after being closed for just over a year. We were very 
excited to welcome visitors back into the museum while following safety guidelines. The Historic Area has seen an 
increased number of visitors this summer due to the almost completed Columbia Shores Disc Golf Course. The Disc Golf 
course now has 23 holes that showcase the unique scenery and history of the area. Soon the course will have 
interpretive signs at each hole to further detail the history of the area for visitors as the play. The course has received 
countless positive comments from visitors, many whom had never been to the Historic Area before. One of the 
highlights of the course is throwing a disc from the top of Batter 245. This summer, FOOFS commissioned a local artist to 
create a design interpreting the course’s favorite site to be featured on the store’s discs. These discs have been flying off 
the shelves! 

We reinstalled the temporary outdoor interpretive displays in the museum courtyard, and even added one 
discussing the history of the Peter Iredale Shipwreck and how the fort interacted with the wreckage and survivors.  

Due to Covid restrictions, we were unable to provide tours of the underground Battery Mishler. However, we 
were able to introduce a new free tour of Battery 245 that detailed how the 200 series gun batteries operated. The tour 
was also a great opportunity to show off the cool displays that had recently been constructed in the battery to illustrate 
what it would have looked like. However, for now, the mask mandate put a hold on the tour. FOOFS looks forward to 
continuing to fully interpret Battery 245 by adding more displays and keeping this popular tour around in the future.  

FOOFS also funded the biannual trimming of the Earthworks fort. It’s always nice to see the shape of the fort 
become more defined after being submerged in blackberries!  

Overall, summer 2021 was exactly what we needed after being closed for a year. Visitors seemed happy to be 
back learning about Fort Stevens and enjoying the park’s many activities.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

For one thing, the Earth Works received its biannual trimming!  It 
took several days to finish.  A local contractor performed the work. 

Visitors enjoyed the 
outdoor displays. With 
fall weather they’ll be 
taken down. 
 
 

The new Battery 245 Disc! 
We’re sure the Battery 
Commander would have 
approved! 
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Attack on America, Third Book Review 
 

D. Lindstrom 
 
Over the past year, the Fort Stevens Review has taken on the task of reviewing three authors who wrote about 

threats to American security.  The first one was by Homer Lea, The Valor of Ignorance, published in 1909.  Lea, an 
American strategist, sought to analyze the growing strength and resentment of Japan against the West due, in a large 
part, to racism and objections to Japan’s militancy toward China.  He condemned the American government and people 
for being preoccupied with business and trade while sadly neglecting their Army and Navy.  His conclusion was that 
American defenses were not equipped to ward off a concerted Japanese attack on either American possessions or the 
continent itself.  The second part of the book outlined how Japan could win naval victories across the Pacific, 
culminating with Japan’s occupation of the American West from California to Washington.  His book was widely read in 
both Japan and the United States.  For those living in the Pacific Northwest, his bold assertion that Japanese forces could 
land unopposed at Gray’s Harbor, a relatively short distance north of Oregon’s Columbia River Harbor, created quite a 
stir.   

 
The second author, Hector Bywater, a renowned British naval journalist, actually wrote two books.  Sea-power in the 

Pacific, published in 1921 and The Great Pacific War, published in 1925.  The first book analyzed the Japanese and 
American navies, much like Lea had done.  Bywater had an intimate, world-wide knowledge of each nation’s ship 
tonnage, the quality of their manpower, training standards, and plans for the future.  You might say he updated Lea’s 
findings, only in a superlative way.  He also understood the grievances that Japan had against the West, and in particular 
the United States.  Bywater also believed that unless steps were taken, the Japanese would begin to once and for all 
secure her trade routes in the Pacific.  That meant only one thing, naval battles between opposing navies.  In the 
beginning, Bywater gave Japan the advantage, mainly because the United States was not seriously defending her Pacific 
holdings; Coast Artillery forts notwithstanding (they suffered serious manpower shortages).  His story demonstrated that 
over time, America’s plentiful raw materials and industrial might allowed its armed forces to slowly and painfully 
overtake those of Japan.  Sound familiar? 

 
The third and final book of our “trilogy,” Attack On America, copyrighted in 1939, was written by General George A. 

White.  He was the Adjutant General of the Oregon National Guard from 1915 until his death, a month before Pearl 
Harbor.  Not only was he a soldier’s soldier, but also a journalist and author of westerns.  His book is quite different.  
While the first two authors dwelled on the geo-political realities of the times and their potential fall out; namely Japan’s 
potential war making abilities in the Western Pacific, White confronted the political and public opinion issues of his day.  
Doubtlessly, General White was well acquainted with the works of the first two authors in our “trilogy.”  He invented a 
whole new fictional reality.  While the previous two authors focused on Japan, White focused on both European and 
Asian powers.  Furthermore, the nation’s popular press often contained articles on the same themes; the threat of 
dictators and war lords and occasionally the lack of adequate defenses.  Unlike the first two authors, he was a member 
of the US Army; a highly respected one at that.   

 
White’s was a fictional story built around the realities of his time.  It was a story of the 1930’s, and the Nation’s 

failure to prepare a resistance to the growing threat of bellicose nations.  American Citizens and politicians alike favored 
isolation.  Congress even passed laws requiring a “hands off” approach to the pending doom of other nations.  As Jill 
Lepore wrote in her recent book These Truths, even the 1936 Spanish Civil War failed to arouse the United States to the 
potential danger of Europe’s dictators.  She quotes the Germany dictator proclaiming that the United States was not a 
threat to his goals.  Americans seemed to agree, as many felt insulated between two oceans.  All of this led to the 
isolationist America First movement that lasted right up to Pearl Harbor.  General White rightly interpreted his world 
and used his book as an attempt to awaken the Nation to its dangers.  From his position he had a keen sense of how the 
United States should prepare for a global, two ocean war. 

 
In some ways White’s book was a forerunner of the James Bond tales.  For example, an unsavory character in true 

007 style and appearance, Count Van Hassek, emerges with the savvy to create his own nation within a nation, namely, 
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Mexico.  While Mexico went about its business as if nothing unusual was going on, Van Hassek was assembling a huge 
army and munitions supported and provided by Europe’s dictators.  He was preparing to cross the Mexican - USA 
boarder to make war on the United States.  His over-all strategy was to take out the USA first and afterwards bring the 
rest of the world to bear without interference from the United States as in the Great War (WWI).  The story implies that 
the world’s dictators, including Asian war lords, were under his command.  (No doubt due to the tense times in 1939, 
White avoided calling out Japan, and other militant nations, by name as Lea and Bywater had done.) 

General White’s story wasn’t intended for just entertainment.  He wanted to instill shock in the American public and 
the United States Congress over how unprepared the United States was for war.  White was alarmed about the large 
army’s and navy’s that authoritarian European and Asian nations were building up.  Throughout the book he delivers 
specific details about the weakness of America’s military.  The lack of modern weapons, the dependence on World War I 
artillery, which the government was forced to buy from the European powers, are discussed.  As for manpower, White 
was concerned not only about its lack, but also how it was dispersed throughout the nation in small camps and forts; 
often at the insistence of a congressman to please the folks back home.  This dispersal fragmented critical training; one 
of White’s major concerns. 

The story’s focus on Mexico wasn’t accidental.  In the 1930’s rumors were rife that German, and especially Japanese 
spies, were infiltrating Mexico for the purpose of learning all they could about the USA’s military present and potential 
strength and perhaps laying the groundwork for mischief along the border.  The truth of the matter was that Japanese, 
some who were thought to be Imperial Navy officers, established themselves in various villages as store keepers, 
barbers, common laborers, and in some cases as genuine medical specialists.  While the Mexican government was 
suspicious, they left them alone while attempting to keep a watchful eye on them.  The amazing aspect of this story is 
that immediately after Pearl Harbor a detachment of American and Mexican troops scoured areas where Japanese were 
thought to be, only to find them gone.  Just like that…gone.  Similar, but lessor concerns were raised about Japanese 
spies infiltrating Alaska.  It was known that years before the Pearl Harbor attack Japanese fishermen, who knew the sea 
routes between their homes and Alaska’s Aleutian Islands like the back of their hand, sailed back and forth.   

 
Captain Allan Benning, United States Army, was the story’s “James Bond.”  It all began at Fort Sam Houston, Texas.  

Important documents were stolen by a malcontent soldier from the Southern Military Headquarters who spirited them 
to Van Hassek’s headquarters in Mexico.  They included secret tables of organization for a proposed American fighting 
division and a copy of mobilization plans.  Benning was secretly dispatched to Mexico City under the assumed name of a 
violent Frenchman who was being held in a French jail.  His reputation was known to Van Hassek.  Benning’s mission was 
to become part of Van Hassek’s inner circle, discover the extent and strength of his army, and most of all, discover what 
his true intentions were. 

After convincing Van Hassek that he wanted to join his cause and gaining his confidence, Benning was invited to a 
reception at Van Hassek’s headquarters.  That evening another spy, an attractive French woman he met earlier, helped 
him gain access to Van Hassek’s study where he found a secret map of North America.  While studying and memorizing 
the map’s details, Benning was alarmed at the sight of broad, red arrows starting in Mexico and reaching into Texas and 
California.  On each of these arrows was a number revealing Van Hassek’s troop strength for that sector.  That wasn’t all, 
four broad arrows reached across the Pacific Ocean and pointed to Seattle, the Columbia River, and points in California. 
These arrows did not show troop numbers, and he deducted that certain Asian powers would supply them.  Something 
else caught his eye too.  On the wall there was a mysterious black flag displaying three silver sabers.  Once the plot 
became reality, all the world-wide armies, air corps, and naval forces loyal to Van Hassek flew it. 

As Benning was memorizing the map’s details, a nosey guard discovered him.  Not wanting the guard to see the 
map, the only thing our hero could do was to deftly tuck the map into his blouse and excuse himself as being lost.  Soon 
enough the map was discovered as missing and the alarm was sounded.  A search of all the guests ensued.  The French 
spy slyly took the map from Benning, but when it was her turn to be searched, she didn’t have it.  She had passed it 
on…that’s another story…kind of sad. 

Within a day, Benning continuing to pose as the French desperado, made acceptable excuses to depart from Mexico.  
He bid goodbye to the Frenchy spy, who had not completed her mission, and made his way to Washington DC.  He 
immediately reported his findings to Army intelligence at the War Department, including the information he memorized 
from the mysterious map. 

Based on Benning’s report, the United States government sent an urgent note to Van Hassek’s puppet, a pompous 
Mexican General posing as the head of the Mexican government.  It demanded an explanation as to why the Mexican 
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Army consisted of so many Europeans.  Rather than answer, Van Hassek’s troops moved closer to the Mexican-Texas 
border.  Soon tensions increased again, as spotters reported strange aircraft movements close to the boader.  

General White crafted his story to produce as much shock value as possible.  What better way to paralyze a sleeping 
giant than to cut off its head?  And so he wrote.  Benning was invited to the War Department to attend a conference 
conducted by the Army Chief of Staff to discuss the presence of hostile troops at the Mexican-American boarder.  At the 
same time, unidentified fast and modern aircraft were spotted approaching Washington DC.  As the meeting progressed, 
exploding bombs severely shook the building.  Soon a pale appearing orderly entered the room and handed the Chief of 
Staff a telephone.  He suddenly took on an ashen, shocked appearance.  Turning to the others, he informed them that 
the President of the United States had been killed.  The target was the White House. 

Sometimes the author used his characters to make speeches about America’s unpreparedness and what, in his 
opinion, lay ahead.  Upon the death of the President the speech maker was the Army Chief of Staff on a nation-wide 
radio hookup.  He mourned the death of the President while pointing out the nation’s failure to adequately be prepared 
for what lay ahead.  Those who are familiar with American history during this era will recognize some of his points. 

The Chief of Staff spoke of recent military funding, but declared that it was not enough and too late.  He reported 
that the nation’s artillery was antiquated while the production of new weapons was just getting stated, and slowly at 
that.  As for Washington DC, he reported that only one antiaircraft regiment was available for its protection.  Speaking 
through his character, the author expressed alarm that the nation did not have a draft, which at the time was an 
agonizing issue for President Roosevelt.  He explained that what troops the Army did have, were spread thinly across the 
nation without consistent training.  He admonished Congress for refusing to fund a full division stationed at one place 
for just that…training.   

 
As Van Hassek’s troops marched across the Mexico-Texas border, the author introduced the 2nd United States Army.  

In real time, this organization was designated for training: To train American troops for any emergency at home or 
abroad.  This mission was carried out from the 1930’s through World War II.  In some respects, it was an experimental 
groupment working to redefine how to wage war and to keep the supplies coming.  In other words, it was an attempt to 
shake off obsolete methods.  However, during the 1930’s it had a scanty allotment of men and armaments.  For story 
purposes, it was a sacrifice:  The 2nd Division was the only hope for slowing down enemy troops pouring across the Rio 
Grande River into Texas.   

The story introduces several recently developed weapons.  The newest innovation that General White discussed was 
the Garand Semi-Automatic rifle.  He was pretty enthusiastic about it and portrayed it as superior to anything that 
Hessek’s forces had.  At the time, the 2nd US was the only organization that had them.  Then a few of the new 37mm 
anti-tank guns were in their arsenal.  World War I era 155’s and some 105’s received mention.  Anti-aircraft guns and 
much of the gear that supported them…like searchlights, etc. were lacking.  

The factitious General Mole, 2nd US Army Commander, was compelled to make another “Shakspearian speech.”  He 
spoke about the unpreparedness of the Army and the delinquency of Congress.  By this time Congress was slowly 
understanding the gravity of the situation and National Guard and Army units were mobilized to support the Second 
Division.  As troops were rushed to Texas in truck after truck (two and a half ton types), they were met by unrelenting air 
attacks. The nights were filled with even heavier air attacks and long-distance artillery shelling.  Wounded men refused 
aid and stayed at their stations.  As men died, others quickly took their place.  National Guardsmen were called to the 
ever receding front.  Mole formed defensive line after defensive line.  As one was overrun, survivors fell back to the next 
one, and the next and the next.  As Hessek’s men over ran one line, they were confronted with another.  As a result of 
the American fighting spirit, Mole and his men delayed Hassek’s schedule…he expected the US troops to fold.  Yet, as 
Hessek’s men were mowed down, hundreds more took their places; they just kept coming.   

The invaders began using gas with a blistering agent.  While the 2nd US anticipated this possibility, gasmasks were in 
short supply (the author avoids using the term, “mustard gas”).  The Americans held their positions anyway and suffered 
accordingly.  Knowing the American fighting man, the author made a point of bringing out their resolve and tenacity in 
the worst of conditions.  His other point was to shame policy makers for not supporting their armed forces. 

As Van Hassek’s soldiers of fortune poured into Texas and slowly fought their way north, Benning discovered that 
American industry was full of Van Hassek’s spies with the capability of shutting down America’s key war production.  
With a fair amount of adventure, he discovered their headquarters in New York City’s Empire State Building.  With 
several deft moves and after being locked in their safe, a frightening situation, the good guys located the files detailing 
the location of every spy in the country.  As a reality check, during World War I German spies were found in various 
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American industries.  During the years leading up to Pearl Harbor, authorities had the same worries about both the 
Germans and Japanese. 
 

Hector Bywater’s tale introduced the possibility that in the event of war involving the Pacific, the Panama Canal was 
an obvious target and among the first of American assets to be taken out.  Early in his story, Bywater portrayed Japanese 
steamers, loaded with explosives, entering the canal, detonating their cargo, and closing it.  Over the years there was 
discussion in the American press about this threat.  Looking back, in 1910 while the Canal was under construction, the 
US Army conducted an “exhaustive study” of the site.  The planners focused on defending both the Atlantic and Pacific 
ends of the canal with coastal gun batteries and ample field works in between.   

An array of coast defense guns was considered that would match or exceed the weaponry of potential enemies.  At 
the time, a wide range of guns were available such as three, six, twelve, fourteen, and sixteen-inch rifles mostly on 
disappearing carriages.  Twelve-inch mortars were also an integral part of the configurations.  In the event of an attack, 
the expectation was that while the larger rifles were firing away at enemy battleships and cruisers, the smaller guns 
would take on ships such as destroyers (torpedo boats).  Most of the planned defenses fell under the province of the 
Army Coast Artillery Corps.  By World War I, the basic layout of forts and defenses was accomplished.  In the intervening 
years between the world wars, additional guns and batteries were emplaced.  In other words, as General White wrote 
his story, the Canal Zone was fairly bristling with defenses.  As we shall see, there was only one way for the enemy to 
overcome these imposing obstacles. 

 
Just as Hector Bywater, General White was anxious about Panama Canal’s vulnerability.  By the time his starring 

character Benning returned to Washington DC from another sleuthing trip to Mexico, a semblance of stability had 
returned to the city.  He soon discovered that several of Van Hassek’s agents were in town, including one that Benning 
had befriended while on his spy missions to Mexico.  Benning arranged to meet him at an exclusive restaurant and as his 
“friend,” pretended to know what the next mission was.  Ever so skillfully, he drew out some of its details.  More 
importantly, his “friend” was convinced that Benning was part of the plan. 

This individual told Benning he was planning to board a ship in the New York Harbor, and said the code to board was 
“Passage to Amsterdam, Stateroom 12.”  Benning was suspicious that it was a supply ship headed to Europe.  They 
traveled together to New York and boarded ship.  Benning thought he could discover its true purpose and afterwards 
find a way off before it set sail.  Arriving at the harbor, Benning followed his friend to a miserable looking tramp steamer 
tied up at a dock.  Once aboard and ushered to their cabin, Benning attempted to do some sleuthing and maybe jump 
off.  However, his “friend” ordered him to remain in the cabin and soon the vessel was underway.  Surprisingly, after 
several hours the steamer came to a halt.  In the darkness and fog Benning, his “friend,” and several others climbed 
down a Jacob’s Ladder to a rocking “gasoline launch.”  Soon they came alongside of another steamer, and the small 
group climbed up to its deck in a similar manner.  As the ship got underway, Benning was in for another surprise.  It 
made a sudden and sharp course change to the south.  He had to know the truth, and he risked his life to find out.  To 
his horror, he eventually discovered that it was loaded with dynamite and headed for the Panama Canal.  He discovered 
that once the ship entered the Canal, the cargo was intended to go KKKBOOOOM!!  Only the Captain and several other 
Van Hassek’s agents knew this.  The rest of the crew was doomed.  He tried to gain entrance to the radio room and alert 
the War Department about his findings and suspicions, but without success.  With all the shadowy guards aboard, who 
by now were suspicious of him anyway, there was no way of either escaping or alerting American authorities.   

Meanwhile, Benning’s identity was discovered and he was locked up in the bottom holds of the ship.  His only way of 
escape was to jump off the ship as it moved through the locks, as those in “the know” intended to do.  Earlier, he 
befriended one of the doomed crew members, who at the right time, came to his aid.  Both jumped ship before the 
explosion rocked the Canal.  Benning’s young friend even captured one of the culprits who also jumped off before the 
explosion.  As an aside, the military authorities immediately recognized his ability and made him a member of the US 
Army; a valuable one at that!  Yet it still wasn’t over.  A second freighter sailing from San Francisco entered the canal 
from the opposite end and detonated its secret cargo.  Thus, the US Navy’s Atlantic fleet was prevented from rapidly 
deploying to the Pacific to counter Van Hassek’s plans for that part of the world. 

 
The pace of events began to quicken.  Van Hassek’s invasion of Southern California through Mexico demoralized the 

whole nation.  The bleakness was compounded by reports that an armada from Asia, flying the black three saber flag, 
was gathering.  With the Canal blocked, it was soon clear that the United States did not have the capacity to stop the 
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advancing war ships steaming across the Pacific.  War Department planners assumed the worst:  The troops underway 
across the Pacific would join up with those pouring into California from Mexico.  There was little that could be done.  
With the assault on the mid-section of the nation combined with ships flying the spooky black flag crossing the Atlantic 
to potentially attack the nation’s East Coast, the nation’s leaders studied their options.  While their strategy was 
shocking, it gave the nation time to regroup and eventually recover lost ground.   

 
General White put a spotlight on the Pacific Northwest.  He knew firsthand about the danger that foul weather and 

fog brought upon the Coast Artillery operations.  And so, heavy, dense fog covered the entire coast line from San 
Francisco to Seattle.  These conditions prevented the Coast Artillery’s base end stations and lookouts from providing the 
proper target information to the plotting rooms they needed to give gun crews firing solutions.  Perhaps taking a cue 
from Homer Lea’s book Valor of Ignorance, General White’s story described the Asian enemy’s dramatic landing at Grays 
Harbor in Washington.  As shore patrols strained their ears in the heavy fog, they heard the unmistakable splash of 
numerous paddles propelling whaling boats to shore filled with enemy soldiers.  Upon landing, enemy troops fanned out 
in all directions, while others advanced the relatively short distance south to the Columbia River and captured the 
antiquated Harbor Defenses of the Columbia from the rear.  The whole affair was rather easy as there weren’t enough 
Army and National Guard field troops to protect strategic locations up and down the Pacific Coast.   

Soon thereafter, the entirety of the Pacific Coast heard a commanding Asian voice over a radio hook up.  The 
speaker informed his listeners that he recently arrived at San Diego to take command of the Field Marshal Van Hassek’s 
forces who now controlled the Western United States.  He informed the public that as long as they followed instructions 
and give Hassek’s troops the supplies they were asked for, they would be safe.  He advised everyone to be calm and 
cooperate as there was nothing they could do now.  He then bid everyone good night. 

 
As for the shocking strategy, the defenses for the Pacific Coast were abandoned. What was left of the American 

Army in Washington and Oregon retreated to the Cascade mountains and beyond.  A remnant of the Army in California 
retreated to the Sierra Nevada mountains and beyond.  Here they were to hold the line.  However, all was not lost, in 
conclusion, the writer, knowing the resiliency of the American Fighting Spirit, wrote that slowly, ever so slowly, the 
Nation began to make headway.  The industrialists began pumping out tons of equipment and supplies, new armies 
were organized and trained in the use of updated tactics.  The days of Van Hassek’s forces were numbered. 

 
After Notes 
 
As for the impact of General’s book, some newspapers serialized it, and his colleagues understood why he wrote it.  

It’s hard to measure its over-all influence as there was an immense amount of worried publicity from all directions about 
world affairs.  What is known, is that citizens living along the Oregon and Washington coasts and the Columbia River 
wrote to their congressmen about the lack of protection they were afforded by the antiquated coastal guns and the lack 
of a standing army large enough to protect them.  At the time of General White’s untimely death, the Oregon Military 
Department wrote that his book was intended to awaken American’s to their pending danger.   

Colonel Irwin, who served under Adjutant General White, commanded the award winning 249th Coast Artillery 
Regiment, Oregon National Guard.  Not only was General White all about training, but so was Colonel Irwin.  Had the 
General lived, I’m sure the Army would have found it difficult to relieve Colonel Irwin from his command of the Harbor 
Defenses of the Columbia.  Had Irwin been in command on the night of the Japanese submarine attack, Fort Stevens’ 
guns would have replied.   

 
The Challenge of Foul Weather and Aiming Shore Guns 

 
As General White well knew, foul and foggy weather frequented the Pacific Coast.  He used these conditions to 

explain how a huge, foreign army could land undetected on Washington’s shores, just a relatively short distance from 
the Harbor Defenses of the Columbia.  It had to do with the method of aiming coastal guns, which was triangulation.  But 
of course, seeing the target was necessary for this system to work.  At each end of the base line there was a base end 
station equipped with instruments to measure its angle relative to the target.  With two base end stations, two angles of 
the triangle were known.  This information was provided to the plotting room, which was near the gun.  In the plotting 
room there was a board in the shape of a semicircle.  A map, or chart, of the harbor was laid on top.  The board had two 
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plotting arms which could be moved across the board’s base and locked to match the scale of the distance between the 
two base end stations.  The spot where the two plotting arms intersected provided the third angle, which was the 
location of the enemy ship.  At timed intervals, as the enemy sailed across the target area, the two base end stations 
reported the ever-changing angles to the plotting room, and the plotting arms were moved accordingly.  A third arm, the 
gun arm, relative to the base line and the gun’s position, was laid across the changing intersections of the two plotting 
arms, and holes were punched in the map at those locations.  As additional factors were considered (i.e., tide, 
atmospheric pressure, wind speed, etc.), the enemy vessel’s movements were translated into coordinates and sent up to 
the gun crew.  When the gun commander was satisfied, he ordered “FIRE!” 

Within a year of his book’s publication, Coast Artillery planners were looking for ways to overcome foul weather and 
fog, to improve data transmission from the base end stations to the plotting rooms, and for gun battery designs that 
allowed greater barrel elevation and traversing than the those of the 1890’s.  All of these aspects, and more, were 
known as the Modernization Plan.  It got underway before Pearl Harbor and by 1944 it was largely in place.  How it 
promised to overcome the challenges of weather will be briefly touched upon. 

As in the original Coast Artillery planning, base end stations were still essential for the new gun batteries.  The 
innovation of continuous data transmission to the plotting room’s new gun computer, as opposed to intermittent voice 
readings of data over a phone line in time to an interval bell, was developed.  Actually, the original telephone voice data 
transmission system between the base end stations and the plotting room was retained.  No matter how the battery 
commander chose to receive range information, be it via telephone or a continuous data feed, it was fed into the gun 
computer*.   

As with the original fire control layout, the Modernization Program laid out base lines at various elevations as a way 
to “see” over or under the fog.  If one base line was “fogged in,” another and another was tried until a clear one was 
found.  As the Modernization Program for the Harbor Defenses of the Columbia called for three modern 6-inch batteries 
to replace those of the 1890’s design, new base end stations were built at various elevations on both sides of the 
Columbia River. 

 

Perhaps the most interesting one 
was Station X.  It replaced an earlier one 
on a Coast Range foothill about one mile 
east of Camp Rilea, and some six or 
seven miles south east of Fort Stevens.  
It sat on 40 acres of US Government 
owned land with an elevation of over 
200 feet.  Construction began in 1942, 
and by the end of the year it was 
finished.  The structure had five stories 
with eight-foot ceilings and was built 
around three instrument piers.  The 

piers were sited in the form of a 
triangle.  From the drawings, two 
piers extended to the fifth floor 
and the third at the fourth floor.  
On the top of each pier a 
Depression Position Finder was 
installed, and each one also had 
an azimuth scope.  The three 
instrument positions were 
assigned to the three new 6-inch 
gun batteries under construction 
(Battery 245 at Fort Stevens, 
Battery 246 at Fort Columbia, 

and Battery 247 at Fort Canby).  Due to its height, Station X could “see” 
further out than other base end stations, and in particularly foggy weather, 
it’s crew just might be able to see something that other stations could not.   

Today, only the 
piers remain. 
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In the early stages of planning, radar came upon the scene and it was eagerly integrated into the fire control system.  
The benefit of radar was that it could “see” through the fog.  The radar station communicated target information with 
the plotting room either by the new continuous data transmission system or by voice communication over telephone 
lines.  The resultant information was fed into the gun computer.  In a letter to yours truly, MSG Vard Nelson recalled that 
before Battery 247, at Fort Canby, was deactivated in 1947, it conducted one target practice with radar.  He wrote that 
he helped to install some of the equipment and that it worked reasonably well.  The war ended before all of the new fire 
control innovations were fully tested in the field.  As things go, they were soon forgotten as Nike missiles and strategic 
bombers became the new go-to defensive weapons.  

 
Watch for the fall-winter edition of the Fort Stevens Review.  Fascinating details will be given about pre-Pearl Harbor 

planning to defend Grays Harbor approximately eighty miles north of Fort Stevens.  Included will be a discussion of the 
search for suitable, mobile coast defense artillery to emplace at Grays Harbor.  Planning to fortify the harbor with field 
artillery and troops from Fort Lewis will be touched on.  Also, a reconnaissance conducted by the Harbor Defenses of the 
Columbia will be touched on.   
––––––––––––––––– 
*The continuous data feed system depended on a device connected to the base end station’s range finder instrument 
which in turn had a direct cable connection to the plotting room’s gun computer.  Every movement of the range finder 
instrument was fed into the gun computer.  Once all factors were accounted for by the gun computer in the plotting 
room, it could feed firing solutions directly to the gun.  The Army manuals specify that the computer automatically 
elevated the gun while the gun crew traversed it.  On the other hand, MSG Vard Nelson, who helped install the various 
plotting room systems for Battery 247, wrote that the gun computer could both the traverse and elevate of the gun.  He 
recalled that azimuth wise, Battery 247 “(was) extremely accurate, but the elevation (range) system was giving trouble.  
Ordinance discovered that the teeth on the elevation rack were jumping out of mesh with its adjacent gears.”  Problem 
solved. 

 
 

 
 

 

A World War II photo of Battery 245. 
Notice how the battery and its 
foreground are camouflaged. Gun 
#1 is visible to the right of the 
battery.  A stairway to the top is 
located to the left of the main 
battery entrance.  The background 
to the far left of the photo helps to 
identify which gun is shown below. 
 
Photo credit, FSSP archives, OPRD 

This photo reveals Gun #2.  It can be 
identified but the same background 
object seen both photos.  From the 
smoke, it is apparent that the gun 
has just been fired.  It’s interesting 
that no gunners are seen in the 
photo.  The battery commander had 
a push button device to discharge 
the shell. 
 
Photo credit, FSSP archives, OPRD 
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The Carl Douglass Story 
 
 
 

Laura Neal, FOOFS Store Manager, Board Clerk 
 

Every soldier has a story. Some stories are triumphant and have 
inspired future generations to do great things. Some stories tragically 
end too soon. Carl Douglass was a soldier with a tragic ending to his 
story. He was a member of the First Company, Coast Artillery Corps. 

Carl DeWitt Douglass was born on July 3rd, 1893 in Clackamas 
County, Oregon. He was the youngest of 10 children. Carl was called to 
serve at Fort Stevens on October 22, 1918 at the age of 25. While 
serving at Fort Stevens, Carl was a member of the 1st Company, Coast 
Defenses of the Columbia. While his company often dealt with mine 
defenses, Carl had also been selected to participate in guard duty.  

Carl’s father had passed away years prior to his arrival at Fort 
Stevens leaving his mother a widow. On his Army registration card, Carl 
noted that his mother was solely dependent on him.  His family 
operated a farm located in Barton, Oregon. Carl’s absence from the 
farm was noticeable, and just three months after his arrival at the fort, 
his mother requested he be immediately relieved of his duties so that 
he could return home and run the farm. This was granted and Carl was 
expected to return home. 

When relieving a guard on duty, it is the custom for the soldier 
being relieved to clear their rifle as they are done with their shift. Carl Douglass reported for duty on 
Sunday, January 19th just days before he was to return home. The soldier on duty that Carl was 
relieving went to clear his rifle. The rifle was discharged into the cement, shattering the bullet into 
many pieces. A bullet fragment ricocheted off the cement and struck Carl Douglass in the throat, 
killing him instantly.  

While Carl Douglass suffered a tragic ending to his story, his memory lives on and is honored in 
his home community. The Estacada, Oregon American Legion Hall is named in his honor.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fort Stevens, World War I 

Carl Dewitt Douglass 
1893 - 1918 


